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Field activities in 1991-1992 involved two phases. First, at the
Upstream B (UpB) camp on ice stream B, the existing strain grid
was enlarged and surveyed using the Global Positioning System
(GPS) receivers and Ski-Doos. Second, in a cooperative program
with R. Bindschadler, remote stations in the catchments of ice
streams B and C that were installed in 1985-1986 were revisited
using Twin Otter based at the CASERTZ (corridor aerogeo-
physics of the southeastern Ross transect zone) camp (figure 1).
These phases were very successful; however, other portions of
the plan were canceled because of problems with LC-130 support
and cargo management.

The strain grid at UpB is a key element in a study of ice-flow
mechanics. It has been used to search for regions within the ice
stream that may retard ice-stream flow (Whillans and Van der
Veen). The results are very unusual; there are no sites of very large
resistance and there is not the usual linkage between surface
slope and strain rate. A possibility is that there are large spatial
variations in ice strength. The newly enlarged strain grid will be
used to check this and test if the decoupling of the fast-ice stream
from the slow ice between the ice streams is due to the develop-
ment of a strong crystal orientation fabric or to strain heating.

The enlarged grid (figure 2) is much larger than previously
deployed grids. In order to survey it in a reasonably short time,
a fast technique is needed. The stop-and-go kinematic GPS tech-
nique was used. It is the most precise use of GPS.

A minimum of two phase-tracking receivers is needed for this
use of GPS. Each receiver tracks the carrier phase of at least four
satellites simultaneously. One of the receivers remains fixed at a
reference site, while the other visits various stations in the grid.
The receiver's antenna is placed on the pole top at each station
(the stop) and is transported by sled (the go) between stations
while maintaining phase lock on the satellites. Survey time was
about five minutes per station, of which the bulk was travel time
between stations.

The relative accuracy of the survey in the horizontal direction
is about 2 x 10, in which the major source of error is believed to
be ionospheric effects on the GPS signal.

Elevations are also obtained (shown with contours in figure 2).
Relative elevations are accurate to 0.04 meters for stations 1,000
meters apart. This is more than adequate for our needs.

One of the important questions about ice stream flow concerns
whether sites of drag or variations in ice type are being advected
with flow or are fixed with respect of the bed. Comparison of the
surface features shown in figure 2 with an elevation survey
conducted in 1983-1984 (Whillans 1984) shows that the surface
topographic features are fixed with respect to the bed. Thus, the
bed does have an important effect and causes standing waves in
the surface.
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Figure 2. Strain grid at UpB, with elevation contours from 77.5 to
122.5 meters, at 2.5-meter intervals, relative to an arbitrary datum.
Stations marked with an open circle were not used in drawing the
elevation contours. Station names involve columns, number 18
through 43, and rows, letter T through D, as labeled.

Portions of the strain grid were densely covered with move-
ment markers (not shown in figure 2). The purpose is to check for
short-scale variations in strain due to the opening of subsurface
crevasses or shearing guided by ice foliation. The station spacing
in these microgrids is 100 meters, one-tenth the spacing in the
main grid.

Personnel safety was a major concern. The UpB area is mainly
crevasse free, but in many places there are subsurface crevasses
that are bridged. Not all the bridges may be strong. There is
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Figure 3. Schema of safe rope-up procedure for travel.

especially good reason to take precautions on the portion of the
strain grid that is closer to the heavily crevassed southern shear
margin of the ice stream.

Procedures for travel by ski or foot in crevassed regions are
well developed. Some inovation was necessary to develop travel
methods by Ski-Doo. With the advice and help of Steve Dunbar,
instructor with the Field Safety Training Program at McMurdo
Station, the arrangement, which is shown schematically in figure
3, was used. This plan is evolved from procedures used by the
British Antarctic Survey. The purpose is to protect either driver
from a damaging fall into a crevasse. The lead driver tended the
GPS equipment on the Nansen sled at each stop. Either driver was
to apply the brake on his Ski-Doo if the other fell, and then add extra
protection and aid the fallen person if needed. A minimum of two
such teams worked in dose proximity and had frequent rendez-
vous. If any party should be late the other could effect a rescue.
Fortunately there were no incidents involving crevasse threat.

Roping the trailing driver to the Nansen sled entailed use of
another rope ahead of the Ski-Doo and more possibility for
tangles or driving over a rope, especially since we made frequent
stops. The protective sheath on the tow rope leading to the
trailing Ski-Doo was a section of garden hose or PCV pipe. It
protected the rope in the event that the trailing Ski-Doo drove
over it. Attempts to arrange for the rope to swing to the side, or
be taken up with a bungee cord, were not very successful.

During the second phase of the field program parties were
flown into 35 sites from 50 to 300 kilometers distant using a Twin
Otter aircraft based at the CASERTZ camp (figure 1). The sites
had been visited and marked with poles earlier (most in 1985-
1986). They were resurveyed for position. Cores were obtained at
11 sites. Station occupation was about 15 minutes if only a precise
position was needed and 6 hours if a firn core was also obtained.
Often three two-person coring and GPS teams and one one-
person GPS-only team worked simultaneously.

The motivation is to obtain a more precise calculation of the
mass balance of ice streams B and C and their catchments. The
discharge of ice stream B is 41 percent larger than replenishment
by new snow accumulation. Thus, the region must be thinning
(Alley and Whillans 1991; Whillans and Bindschadler 1988). The
major uncertainties in the calculation are due to inadequate
knowledge of the surface snow accumulation rate and the limits
to the catchment area. Both problems are addressed by this
program. The resurveying for position will yield ice velocity
vectors, and help determine through which ice stream each
portion of the catchment drains. The cores will be analyzed to
determined the 36-year average accumulation rate.

The surveying for p0-
sitionwas done using GPS
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correct for the effect of the
ionosphere. Carrier phase
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camp and remote receivers are double differenced in the calcula-
tions to obtain the relative positions of the two receivers with an
accuracy of about one meter. The solutions are "float," meaning
that the integer phase ambiguities are not resolved, and "iono-
sphere-free," meaning that ionospheric effects are removed. A
minimum of 15 minutes of satellite tracking is used. This is much
less than normal in normal static GPS work, but the accuracy is
adequate. The use of this technique is one of the reasons that the
CASERTZ phase of operations was finished earlier than planned.

There were no difficulties in finding the stations. The Twin-
Otter aircraft had a C/A code GPS receiver and was able to fly
directly to the station. Often we would land according to the
C/A code GPS position and find the station within 100 meters.

The drilling was done by hand using SIPRE and PICO augers.
Two people spelled one another doing drilling and core process-
ing. Five or six hours of work is needed to drill the required 12 or
15 meters. In most of the core holes temperature was measured by
thermistor at ten-meter depths. Usually the thermistor resided in
the hole only a few hours, but equilibrium is mainly complete-
after that time.

Both the UpB and CASERTZ programs proceeded very effi-
ciently since we received a great deal of good luck with the
weather and in obtaining Twin-Otter fuel, and the GPS technique
proved to be quick and reliable.

Thanks are due to the Antarctic Support Association (ASA)
camp support personnel and the Twin-Otter crews. Extra help in
the field was provided by ASA personnel and members of the
California Institute of Technology team. The UpB field party
consisted of Stefan Ganobcik, Christina Hulbe, Robert Kohler,
and Ian Whillans. The CASERTZ party included these four, plus
Theodore Scambos and Patricia Vornberger from the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Goddard Space Flight
Center. The GPS receivers were supplied by the National Science
Foundation-supported UNAVCO. This work was supported by
National Science Foundation grant DPP 90-20760.
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